
The Catalan Independence Process and Cold 
Repression (2003-2016)

The recent Catalan independence process has already attracted a great deal of scholarly 
attention, quite apart from the media coverage. Some good chronologies are available, 
making it superfluous to present another, albeit more updated one. Opinion polls and 
surveys, as well as election results, have been analysed, as have the upheavals suffered 
by most political parties. The paper highlights and documents some apparently lesser-
disseminated aspects of the process. Special attention is devoted to the cold repression, 
or deactivating mechanisms, that the Spanish authorities have put in place, with varying 
degrees of success. The paper asks to what extent these strategies are likely to solve the 
current conflict with Catalonia, and whether they are all admissible in a modern (western) 
democracy. In the conclusion the long-term effectiveness of such mechanisms, in practice, 
will be discussed, in the face of the clash between democratic legitimacy and the legal 
constraints of a Constitution written shortly after the end of a 36-year-long dictatorship. 
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Katalonski proces osamosvajanja in hladna represija 
(2003-2016) 

Čeprav še ni dolgo aktualno, je vprašanje katalonske neodvisnosti vzbudilo precejšnjo pozornost 
strokovnjakov v nasprotju z mediji, ki o tem niso veliko poročali. Na voljo je veliko izčrpnih 
kronoloških pregledov tega procesa, zato bodo v tem prispevku izpuščeni, čeprav za ceno večje 
ažurnosti. Narejenih je bilo tudi veliko analiz mnenjskih anket, volilnih rezultatov in pretresov, 
ki jih je proces sprožil povsod razen v najbolj zakrknjenih strankah. V članku bo osvetljenih 
nekaj manj znanih vidikov procesa in vsak posebej bo podprt z dokumentarnim gradivom. 
Posebna pozornost bo posvečena deaktivacijskim mehanizmom, ki so jih uporabile španske 
oblasti – ponekod uspešno, spet drugje ne. V zaključnem delu bo poudarek na dolgoročni 
učinkovitosti omenjenih mehanizmov v praksi, še posebej v luči razkoraka med demokratično 
legitimnostjo in legalnimi zadržki, zapisanimi v ustavi, ki je nastala nedolgo po koncu 36-letne 
diktature.
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1. Introduction
Any attempt to look at present-day Catalonia needs to start with its historical 
context. For over three centuries Spain as a nascent political project has had to 
cope with ethnic (ethnolinguistic is a preferred term) diversity, with the more 
or less openly confessed aim of assimilating the Catalans (including Valencians 
and Majorcans), the Basques (including the Navarrese) and the Galicians into 
a unified nation based on the Castilian people and their language, culture, 
history, laws and form of government. The Portuguese managed to escape from 
this project and restore their independence in 1640. Other former Christian 
kingdoms and independent countdoms (one, Catalonia, had developed a 
considerable empire in the Mediterranean in the 14th–15th centuries) that had 
grown up in the wake of the reconquering of the Iberian Peninsula from the 
Moors, gradually became part of a huge empire stretching across much of the 
world. 

This assimilationist policy was the hallmark of the incumbent Bourbon 
monarchs that defeated the Hapsburg pretender in the War of Spanish 
Succession, with French help, the early 18th century. To hispanify the occupied 
territory, the King’s 1716 secret instruction to his new leadership in Catalonia 
following its fall (which followed the painful withdrawal of the allies, following 
the Treaty of Utrecht), was that 

The governor will take the greatest care to introduce the Castilian language to which 
end he will make the most temperate and dissimulated provisions so that the effect is 
obtained without the care being noticed (Monés i Pujol-Busquets 1988, 432). 1

The political reawakening of the Catalans as a people took part in the general 
context of the Romantic revival across Europe, though until close to the end of 
the 19th century it was a cultural, rather than political, movement. At that time 
the loss of the last Spanish colonies in America and Asia led to a backlash that 
led, for instance, to Catalan being banned in catechism and on the telephone.  

 In 1920 the most influential Spanish philosopher of the day wrote: 

Let us not beat about the bush: Spain is a thing made by Castile, and there are reasons 
to suspect that, in general, only Castilian heads have adequate organs to perceive the 
great problem of an integrated Spain (Ortega y Gasset 2009 [1920]).2

Yet the growing power and influence of Catalonia’s political institutions, in 
the 1920s, with a great burgeoning of Catalan culture in all its forms, and with 
modern 20th century policies in many fields, was resisted by the Madrid elites, 
and first the Primo de Rivera dictatorship (1923-1930) and then the Franco 
dictatorship (1939-1975) – which only managed to conquer Catalonia and 
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put an end to the Republic after a bloody three-year war – cruelly repressed the 
Catalans and abolished their self-government institutions. In the year before 
that war broke out, many thought the Catalans and the Basques (at least) were 
moving towards independence, and indeed the right-wing leader José Calvo 
Sotelo said he preferred “a red Spain to a broken one” (Anasagasti 2006, 197), a 
few months before being assassinated in a revenge attack.

After Franco died in his bed in 1975, the Catalans’ and Basques’ claim to 
self-government was partially fulfilled in the 1978 Constitution the text of which 
was, however, was in part imposed by the powers-that-be that insisted that it 
highlight the unity and indivisibility of Spain and the role of the armed forces 
(Vidal-Aparicio 2012). The Constitution allowed some degree of home rule to 
be granted not just to Catalans and Basques but to fifteen regions, most of which 
had never dreamt of asking for it. During the 1980s and 1990s Catalonia took over 
powers in the fields of education, health, planning, prisons, social welfare and 
others. However, the level of home rule varied in practice according to the party 
in power in central government, and to a number of Constitutional court rulings 
that cut back regional powers, thanks in both cases to one-sided interpretations 
of the (probably) deliberately ambiguous parts of the text. During that period 
(1996-2003) the People’s party was in power in Madrid, and one of its raisons 
d’être is precisely to cut back regional powers and recentralize Spain, The leasing 
parties in Catalonia and the Basque country resisted and resented this, regarding 
it as a betrayal of the consensus spirit of the political transition. 

Arguably the starting-point for the present – and most deeply rooted – 
phase of Catalonia’s political process towards independence movement can be 
pin-pointed in 2003, when the political parties who were to win 89 per cent of 
the seats in the Parliament at the regional election included in their manifestos a 
thorough revision of the content of the 1979 Statute of Autonomy (Generalitat de 
Catalunya 1979), or regional constitution; others jump ahead to 2010 following 
the Constitutional Court ruling (Tribunal Constitucional, 2010), requested by 
the Popular party, that annulled or disfigured substantial parts of the new 2006 
Statute, (Generalitat de Catalunya 1979) after the draft had been severely lathed 
in the Spanish Parliament (or Cortes). Domènech (2013a, 2013b) presents a 
detailed chronology of the process, starting in 2003 and closing it at the end of 
2013 (the annual publication covered events in 2013).

Whichever date is chosen, sufficient time has passed for academics to 
have devoted attention to the process, on several scores, and the remainder of 
this paper will concentrate on this period, during which time the number of 
publications on the subject has been considerable. Though the aim of this paper 
is not to offer a review of research publications, nevertheless a brief overview 
may be of some relevance.

Some treatises (at least, those the author has tracked down in the English 
language) have included Catalonia by taking an overall look at recent secession 
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processes, mostly placing the Scottish case in the first place (Moreno 1988, 
Flamini 2013, Bourne 2014, Liñeira and Cetrà 2015, Martínez and Zubiaga 
2014); but see also Nagel 2001 in Scottish Affairs). Others include Scotland and 
Catalonia in wider-ranging studies: Guibernau et al. (2014) include Quebec, for 
instance. In actual fact, there are plenty of comparative studies, both earlier (e.g. 
Shafir 1995, on Catalonia, the Basque Country, Latvia, and Estonia) and more 
recent (Calzada 2014, 2015, Lluch 2014, Requejo and Nagel 2014). In this area, 
several academics have been recently invited to give their views on US policy 
towards such issues, which in the past has been insensitive, in the main, to those 
peoples that challenged – and felt threatened by – a politically hegemonic group 
in a multinational country (Williams 2016, Sorens 2016, Vejvoda 2016). 

Many studies are in the field of contemporary Spanish history and politics, 
and particularly the post-Franco era construction of a regionalised Spain. The 
understandable interest in comparing Basque and Catalan nationalism goes well 
back in time (e.g. Payne 1971) but continues today (e.g. Gillespie 2015). Martínez 
and Zubiaga (2014) compare Catalonia and the Basque Country using a conflict 
dynamics analysis approach: Triggering (or catalyzing) mechanisms, Mobilizing 
mechanisms, Facilitating mechanisms and Deactivating mechanisms, all 
interacting with processes: Desertion, Polarization, Diffusion, and “Contentious 
episode: Secession + State-building” (Martínez & Zubiaga 2014, see Figure 1). 
We shall return to the last of these mechanisms below. 

Figure 1: Mechanisms and Processes in a Secessionist Contentious Episode 

Source: Martínez and Zubiaga (2014). 
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Many studied regard it as an outstanding social movement sparked off by 
a grassroots Assemblea Nacional Catalana founded in 2011 (Strubell 2013, 
Crameri 2014, 2015, Guibernau 2012, 2014a, Burg 2015, Medir 2015), while 
others completely ignore this fact (e.g. Petithomme & Fernández Garcia 2013). 
Its first, huge demonstration, on September 2012, gave the president of the day, 
Artur Mas, the courage to see independence as the only way forward for his 
people (Harrington 2016).

Some papers concentrate on identity issues, sometimes highlighting 
the field of sports (Flamini 2013, García 2012, Serrano 2014a), and issues of 
political discourse (Serrano 2014b). Others make theoretical contributions. 
Montserrat Guibernau, for instance, has developed the concept of “emancipatory 
nationalism” (Guibernau 2014b) to distinguish the emancipation movements 
of state-less nations from the nationalist ideologies that wreaked havoc in 20th 
century Europe. 

A few have underlined the apparently centuries-old prejudice, or negative 
stereotypes, in relations between Catalans and Castilians (or Spaniards as a 
whole) (Strubell, M. 2008, 2011; Bel 2015).

In the rest of this paper, and without any claim to thoroughness, brief 
mention will be made of research into the causes of the recent developments 
in Catalonia, and into likely or possible political outcomes. However, the main 
thrust of the paper will be on the cold repression, or deactivating mechanisms 
introduced to counter the pro-independence movement, mainly by the Spanish 
authorities.

The research question that will be dealt with below is as follows: whereas 
Spain in the past has used openly violent methods to repress the claims of the 
so-called peripheral nationalisms; some actually hold that they pre-date and 
gave rise to an explicit Spanish nationalism as a reaction (De Blas 1991, Archilés 
Cardona 2011, 301, Fusi 1985, 55-56). In a 21st century scenario, without many 
deeply-held beliefs about Spain’s unity having evolved, how are Spain’s central 
authorities attempting to solve, or at least accommodate, the current conflict 
with Catalonia, and to what extent are they admissible in a western democracy?

2. Researching the Causes
The explanation of the massive rise in support for independence is blurred, or 
distorted, by the economic crisis that hit Spain (including Catalonia, of course) 
in 2008. Nevertheless, many authors point to the June 2010 Constitutional court 
judgment (Tribunal Constitucional 2010) that deemed part of the 2006 Statute 
of Autonomy (Generalitat de Catalunya 2006) unconstitutional as the catalyst 
(e.g. Ruiz-Huerta 2015, 200, Strubell 2013).
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Newspaper and media coverage in general, at least until the last two or 
three years only, tended to suggest that the economic crisis sparked off the 
apparently sudden surge in pro-separatist sentiment in Catalonia. It is healthy 
to see objective studies of such media coverage (e.g. Martín & Camon 2014, 
Gironès i Soler, 2015; while Dhoest and Bastiaensens (2013) compare French- 
and Dutch-language media coverage in Belgium). This does not mean to say that 
Catalan media do not get blasted too (deservedly or otherwise; see, for instance, 
Román (2014). 

Others place financial issues firmly at the centre of the growing support of 
the pro-independence movement, usually hinting at the selfish attitude of the 
wealthy Catalans without appreciating the vast annual net outflow of public 
money which meant, in effect, that Catalans were receiving sub-standard public 
services… or that their government was becoming increasingly indebted in order 
to assure quality services. The root cause was more likely the slaps in the face 
that the whole Statute of Autonomy affair gave rise to, from the presentation of 
the draft to the Spanish parliament for approval, late in 2005, until the infamous 
2010 Constitutional court ruling which, in spite of the fact that the Statute had 
been ratified by the Catalans in a referendum, basically buried any hope of a 
quasi-federal interpretation of the 1978 Spanish Constitution.

Academic coverage has been far less prone to this simplification. Many 
authors adopt a strictly non-committal academic position, describing and 
contextualizing events. Crameri (2014) presents an excellent detailed overview 
of developments and the root causes of the current phase of Catalonia’s political 
history. Though other elections are to be found in the literature (e.g. Davis 2004, 
Lago et al. 2007, Rico 2012, Colino 2013), the 2012 regional election gained 
prominence (largely because it marked the formal start of the institutional phase 
of the independence process): for instance, Hopkin, in an LSE blog (2012), and 
Rico and Liñeira (2014). With the results, “not only is traditional autonomist 
and federalist Catalonian nationalism enfeebled, but the ideological distance, 
the polarization between the different political options, has also increased” 
(Petithomme & Fernandez Garcia 2013, 17).

And though recent, there are also papers on the 2015 election watershed 
(Martí & Cetra 2016, Orriols & Rodon 2016). Medina and Molins (2014) 
describe the position of SMEs in the face of the prospect of Catalonia’s 
independence. The role of schooling in the rise of pro-independence sentiment 
is discussed, often superficially (this is not however the case of Clots-Figueras 
and Masella 2013). In a different vein, a book of interviews gave a wide range of 
people, mostly Catalans, the chance to explain their position, in English (Strubell 
2011). 

Guntermann (2013) analyzes survey data to explain support for, and 
opposition to, Catalonia’s independence, while Serrano has both analyzed 
emerging Spanish nationalism in its response to Catalonia’s grievances (Serrano 
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2008), and studied the degree of congruence in citizens’ opinions (Serrano 
2010). Elias (2015) gives prominence to the important issue of credibility, while 
economic issues feature to the fore in papers by Muñoz and Tormos (2015) and 
Boylan (2015). Bladé (2014) attempts to go beyond identity and economic 
issues. 

3. Looking into the Future
Some authors venture personal opinions as to whether or not Catalonia will 
become independent in the foreseeable future. Griffiths et al. (2015) work 
on a model based on the hypothesis of a prior independence (or declaration 
of independence) by Catalonia. Weiler, after making some very controversial 
and hotly contested comments on the pro-independence process (among 
his respondents, Krisch, 2012, stands out) closes the discussion by seemingly 
punishing Catalonia: “I repeat: Independence? Bon Voyage. But not in the 
EU” (Weiler 2012). This categorical statement contrasts with much more 
dispassionate papers (Paço 2015, Fassbender 2013, Oskam 2014), and calls 
for specific solutions (e.g. Guibernau 2012). One young academic explores the 
reasons for the secessionist movement and concludes that she does not believe 
“that Catalonia will be granted independence” (Marinzel 2014). A CSIS chair-
holder is rotund in his belief that “A potential breakup of Spain by Catalonia is not 
in the U.S. interest, not in Europe’s interest, not in Spain’s interest and ultimately, 
not in Catalonia’s interest” (Runde 2015). Another academic, who holds a chair 
at Bard College, speaks out for a federal solution, saying that “the time has come 
for Spanish regional and national leaders to rethink their aversion to federalism” 
(Encarnación 2016). However, and leaving aside a number of factual errors 
in the paper, he obviously ignores the fact that almost all political support for 
Spanish federalism always came from Catalonia (e.g. Ferrer 2012), and that 
the 2010 Constitutional Court judgment on the 2006 Statute of Autonomy – 
the drafting of which had been spear-headed by a staunch federalist, President 
Pasqual Maragall – effectively knocked that option out of the window. 

4. Cold Repression
This central part of the paper is aimed to fill in a gap in academic research on 
Catalonia’s independence process, and, in the Catalan context, we shall do as 
Martínez and Zubiaga (2014) and 

…make reference to the deactivating mechanisms that impede the development of 
the secessionist contentious episode: we refer to the adaptation of the subject of the 
demand to repressive contexts and/or to alternative political proposals made by the 
kin-state (Martínez and Zubiaga 2014, 6).
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The kin-state, Spain, has been very active in trying to defuse the pro-independence 
movement, but it would be misleading to call it simply repression. 

The repression of social movements refers to attempts by individuals, groups, or state 
actors (e.g., militaries, national police, and local police) to control, constrain, or prevent 
protest. Historically, this has often involved increasing the costs associated with social 
movement participation (e.g., through violence, arrest, etc.). Commonly studied forms 
of repression include police action at public protest events, such as arrests and police 
violence, military suppression of protest events, ‘disappearances’ of activists, arrests 
and/or imprisonment of activists, infiltration of social movements by informants, 
covert counterintelligence programs, restrictions of free speech and assembly, assaults 
on human rights, and murders of social movement activists (Earl 2013).

The measures discussed below are not as drastic, as shall be seen. They are more 
in line with (perhaps ironically, for he writes about the Spanish civil war) a 
concept described by Rodrigo as “cold repression” (Rodrigo 2008, 149), see also 
Adorno and Horkheimer:

Chronologically asymmetric is also the mode in which in both rearguards passed over 
from ‘hot’ terror to ‘cold’ repression, or from ‘revolutionary order’ to ‘public order’ 
(Adorno & Horkheimer 2001, 207).

Nevertheless, it is an understatement to claim merely that the Spanish government 
“has blocked all Catalan initiatives to deliver a vote on independence” (Martí 
2014). To authorize a binding referndum would be tantamount to accepting that 
the Catalans (and by extension, the Basques and Galicians) are a people with 
the right of self-determination. No accommodation whatsoever has been even 
hinted at by political leaders in power. The so-called tercera via – or middle road 
to solve the constitutional crisis – between no change at all and full sovereignty, 
by redesigning the Constitution to build a federal structure (whatever that may 
mean), was defended for a time in Catalonia (Calvo 2014), where it enjoyed 
fairly wide support (Noguer 2013) but received no concrete, positive response 
and fizzled out, having led several parties into crises, splits and even a dissolution 
(Unió Democràtica de Catalunya). Nevertheless, it is clearly in Madrid’s interest 
to revive it from time to time (Cot 2016).

Madrid has adopted a confrontational attitude, quoting the 1978 
Constitution as regarding sovereignty and the unity of Spain as indivisible, 
and insistently saying that Catalonia’s independence (which is therefore 
constitutionally impossible), would be up to all Spaniards to decide (Rajoy 
2014). The Spanish government has taken hundreds of local councils to court, 
for instance, on their stance. According to the local authority organization AMI, 
by October 2016 councils had been reported or taken to court on 401 counts 
directly related to the independence process (AMI 2016).
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The key question is to what extent the deactivating mechanisms, or instances 
of cold repression, are the result of specific plans. And as might be expected there 
is only indirect, and often non-substantiated, evidence for this. What follows, 
therefore, is based on newspaper reports, but not on reliable first-hand, verifiable 
evidence. 

Reports that there was a detailed written plan to wage a “dirty war” (Directe 
2016) emerged in 2013. They speak of a 500 page “Operación Después” (Rueda 
2013, Montero & Rendueles 2013, El Confidencial Digital 2013a), a detailed 
plan designed by the CNI (the Spanish secret service), including the smearing of 
leading Catalan politicians with police reports (and some were indeed published 
before being proved false), apparently to prevent the Catalan nationalists winning 
the 2012 election, with a €10 million budget. The original source can in no way 
be construed as supporting or being biased towards Catalan independence. 
In 2012 Manuel Cuyàs reported a source that claimed incriminating dossiers 
(with true or false information) were in Madrid drawers, ready to be used as 
ammunition to discredit leading Catalans (Cuyàs 2013). El Punt Avui (2013) 
summarized elements of the campaign, including the so-called La Camarga 
incident, with the leak of a taped recording of a meeting between an opposition 
leader and someone claiming to have incriminating evidence against a member 
of the former Catalan President’s family. 

The existence of an “Operación Cataluña” (El Periódico de Catalunya 2016, 
Bayo & López 2016) was revealed in another leaked tape recording of interior 
minister Jorge Fernández-Díaz with the head of Catalonia’s anti-fraud office, and 
by a high-ranking police officer in court (La Vanguardia 2016b) who worked 
against the independence process until 2012. Some opinion leaders believe 
that the leak of the two-year-old conversation, just before the June 2016 general 
election, actually boomeranged back in the face of the leakers, as the Popular 
Party subsequently improved its results (Antich 2016, Sáez 2016), despite a host 
of its members being in the dock on charges of corruption. Nevertheless the 
minister was eventually dropped from the government formed in November. 
Smear campaigns were directed against the then-mayor of Barcelona, Xavier 
Trias (El Mundo 2014, La Sexta 2016, Lázaro 2016), just before the local 
election, which he narrowly lost; and the then-President Artur Mas (Ruiz 2015). 
The fact that such accusations are made not in the courts but in smear press 
campaigns (arising from police sources, not journalist investigation) speaks for 
itself and merits attention.

One report claims that the “dirty war” is waged on four fronts, not only in 
the press, but also on the legal front – in search of evidence of corruption, for 
instance –, on the police front (infiltrating pro-indy organizations, informers, 
spying…) and through intense tax tooth-combing (including Barcelona football 
club as a prime target – several players face prison sentences on tax evasion 
charges –, as well as SMEs). It hints that the creation of a Unionist organization, 
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pretentiously called Societat Civil Catalana, was a government initiative and that 
it is funded by leading Spanish enterprises (see McCoy 2015). That organisation 
does enjoy clear support from the Popular Party – it was controversially (Nació 
Digital 2015) awarded a European Citizen’s prize just a few months after being 
founded. However, the paper offers no sources for this information and the 
purported four fronts should be regarded merely as a hypothesis, however 
plausible. A similar conclusion can be reached as regards de De Porrata-Doria’s 
insightful predictions (2013) on Spain’s attempts to divide Catalan society into 
confrontational sides. His reflection obviously builds on former prime minister 
Aznar’s incendiary statement to the effect that “Spain could only be broken once 
Catalonia had been broken as a society” (RTVE 2012).

The offensive, which has a very strong additional diplomatic front, has tried 
to counter claims the pro-indy camp made as regards the potential advantages 
of independence. It has published and distributed reports in various languages 
(particularly through embassies) (Ministerio de Asuntos Exteriores 2013, 
2014) predicting a catastrophe. Official bodies such as Real Instituto Elcano (a 
think-tank for international and strategic studies) devote considerable attention 
to the constitutional crisis brought about by Catalonia, and republish selected 
papers (e.g. “Catalonia torn in two” by Molina and Otero-Iglesias 2015; both are 
senior analysts at the Instituto). The Spanish government has subsidized other 
reports, such as the 82 page paper published by the Popular Party’s foundation, 
FAES (2013) which admits the government grant on page 2. And it has helped 
unionist news media (e.g. Maqueda 2013, Mezcua & Miranda 2013, Manso et al. 
2015). Such reports often appear at crucial political moments in time. Though 
it is a matter of speculation whether or not they acted at the suggestion of the 
Spanish government, two banking organizations issued dire warnings just nine 
days before the September 27 2015 Catalan election. The Asociación Española 
de Banca (AEB), and the Confederación Española de Cajas de Ahorros (CECA) 
issued a joint statement claiming that: 

The exclusion of Catalonia from the Eurozone, as a consequence of the unilateral break-
up of the current constitutional framework, would mean that all banking institutions 
with a presence in Catalonia would face serious problems of legal uncertainty.

These difficulties would force the entities to reconsider their implementation strategy, 
with the consequent risk of a reduction of the banking supply and, with it, of financial 
exclusion and cost increase and credit shortage (EFE 2015).

On almost the same day the Barcelona-based conservative Circulo de Economía 
said in a declaration that it did “not share unilateral decisions that could 
jeopardize the principle of legality and membership in the European institutions 
and the euro” (Cercle d’Economia 2015).
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Yet despite the offensive, what Madrid strategists and analysts hoped would 
blow over in time, is proving resilient: the soufflé is not deflating: it seems to be 
made of granite (Culla 2016). 

To complete this section, a number of recurring issues are worth outlining 
and briefly illustrating. They clearly share a common aim of frightening the 
Catalan population and its representatives and in the author’s view, some are 
unprecedented in modern western European countries and amount to cold 
repression. 

4.1. Military Intervention

A number of threats from the military have been aired in the media (El Periódico 
de Catalunya 2015), and the Minister of Defence has said that if everyone “does 
their duty, the army will not be needed” (Europa Press 2015). Before that, a 
retired general, Juan Antonio Chicharro said that “the Fatherland comes before 
democracy” (EFE 2013), in reference to the Catalan independence process. A 
retired colonel, Amadeo Martínez Inglés, was quoted as warning of the existence 
of an “Operación Estela” (Globedia 2014), in January 2014, a planned lightning 
night-time military intervention which was to prevent Catalonia from holding 
the 9 November 2014 non-binding poll on independence. Others point out that 
the run-down of the army means that it would be quite incapable of controlling 
such a large territory, in the face of widespread social mobilization (Buesa 2012). 
Some media said that low-flynig F-18 jet fighters, up Catalan Pyrenean valleys 
several weeks before the 2012 election were deliberate provocation, a claim 
hard to verify, though the timing was hardly opportune (Casas & Mas 2012). 
Nevertheless, there are suspicions that the massive cyber attacks on websites 
of the Catalan government and pro-independence organizations immediately 
before the 9N poll were organized by the Spanish secret service (Borràs 2014; 
Sala 2015). Finally, whether the permanent deployment of a hundred tanks to 
an army base in Catalonia in 2016 is coincidental or deliberate is, of course, open 
to debate (Sallés 2016a). 

4.2 Pensions 

The issue of pensions has received a lot of attention in the Unionist camp, to try 
and raise anxiety in a particularly sensitive and cautious segment of the voting 
population. FAES (2013), the Instituto de Estudios Económicos, El Confidencial 
Digital (2013b) and Societat Civil Catalana (2014) all hold that they would 
collapse in an independent Catalonia. Just days before the September 27 2015 
election foreign minister García-Margallo claimed pensions in an independent 
Catalonia would drop by 40 per cent and that 689,000 jobs would be lost (El 
Diario 2015a). Just a couple of days later prime minister Rajoy was forced to 
admit that Spain is duty-bound to pay pensioners who spent their working life 
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paying contributions to the Spanish pension system, wherever they live once they 
retire (Vilà 2015). The damage to the credibility of his Government’s previous 
stance had been done, despite immediate efforts to backtrack (Maqueda 2015). 
Moreover, Bosch and Espasa (2015) among others, have shown that a Catalan 
pensions scheme would not run on a deficit as Spain’s does right now, and would 
actually be able to raise them.

4.3 EU Membership

Continued EU membership is another Damocles sword being swung in the 
air. Spain in effect claims it will veto Catalonia’s membership: foreign minister 
García-Margallo stated that an independent Catalonia would “wander through 
space and would be excluded from the EU for centuries” (La Vanguardia 
2014). An answer by president Juncker, manipulated inside the Commission, 
to a question put to him by a Popular Party MEP, made front page news – again, 
just before an election – until the scandal broke out almost immediately (ABC 
2015). The truth is the EU cannot take a stance on Catalonia, if and when it 
declares independence, unless it first recognizes it as a sovereign state. And 
that cannot happen before Spain’s authorities do so… having swallowed their 
pride. Until then, of course, Catalan citizens will still be Spanish and therefore 
EU citizens, whether or not Catalonia decides to press for EU membership. 
Moreover, Prime Minister Rajoy was caught off his guard in a widely distributed 
interview, when asked about this issue: yet again, in the run-up to the crucial 2015 
Catalan election (El País 2015). The journalist reminded him that the Spanish 
constitution forbids Spanish citizens from being deprived of their nationality.

4.4 Threatening Officials

Another strategy being used is to scare officials. The former president of 
Catalonia and three former ministers face political disqualification (González 
& Cué 2016) or even gaol, on the grounds of disobedience and misconduct, for 
having set up a poll (an election pledge) – very deliberately not a referendum, 
simply an exercise to test public opinion (Gisbert 2014) –, and holding it on 
9 November 2014 despite a speedily-delivered Constitutional court injunction 
(Fabra 2014) to block it. Just before that poll school principals – as were mayors 
– were sent letters by the Spanish authorities to remind them of “their duty” (Ara 
2014), in a last-ditch, and unsuccessful, attempt to prevent them from opening 
their schools as polling stations (Ara 2014). 

In another sphere, 22 judges were threatened with disciplinary action for 
having published a manifesto on Catalonia’s “right to decide” (Vilaweb 2014), 
claiming that the Constitution does not prevent a referendum being held. A year 
earlier the chief prosecutor in Catalonia had been forced to resign after claiming 
something very similar (Ara 2013). The judges won their case (e-Noticies 2014). 
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However, their pictures (many taken from their identity cards, a database only 
open to the police) were published in a right-wing Madrid newspaper (La Razón, 
traces of the page can be found in El Comunista 2014). They sued the police and 
the newspaper, for allegedly infringing their right to privacy of personal data, but 
though the police official responsible for the report was identified (El Periódico 
2014) the courts eventually dismissed the case (La Vanguardia 2016a). However, 
one of these judges, Santiago Vidal, was disqualified for three years for belonging 
to a group of legal specialists that wrote, in their spare time and of their own free 
will, a draft Catalan Constitution (Rincón 2015). His appeal to the Supreme 
Court was rejected. 

At the time of writing the Spanish government plans to continue its strategy 
of denying the Catalans the right to decide their future at the ballot box, having 
issued instructions to the Prosecutor to apply for Catalan Parliament’s Speaker 
Carme Forcadell to be barred from office for allowing a debate, despite an explicit 
Constitutional court prohibition, on what from the central government’s point 
of view is (another) unconstitutional road map towards independence, which 
includes at some stage a ratifying referendum (ACN 2016). 

4.5. Blocking Catalan Legislation

The growing political conflict between Catalonia and central government, 
particularly when the Popular party is in power in Madrid, can be quantified by 
the number of laws and decrees being taken to the Constitutional court, usually 
by the Spanish government, but also by the Ombudsman or the Senate. In 
March 2015 the Catalan authorities were awaiting no fewer than 58 judgments 
(Vázquez 2015). In content, most of the issues are not directly linked to the 
independence process, but are of an economic or social nature. Under six 
months later the Consumer Code of Catalonia and the Emergency Housing law 
were added to the list (El Diario 2015b). 

Precisely in order to be able to deal with the Catalan political crisis, the 
Popular Party gave executive powers to the Constitutional court, as if it were 
an ordinary court of law, in a highly controversial law (Jefatura del Estado 
2015) that was taken, ironically, to the Constitutional court itself so that it can 
decide whether such powers fit within the Constitution. It duly decided they do 
(Financial Times 2016).

5. Conclusion
In the quest for independence of the Catalan people (more strictly, a very large 
proportion of the Catalan people) the issue at hand is one of democracy, not of 
nationalism. “The Unity of Spain is Sacred” (La Vanguardia 2015), in the words 
not of the Spanish church – for whom voting on independence is, nevertheless, 
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“morally unacceptable” (Servimedia/InfoCatólica 2013) –, but of the incumbent 
prime minister, Mariano Rajoy and the long-standing discourse of his Popular 
Party (La Vanguardia 2015). Given this stance and the refusal to even consider 
modifying the Constitution to accommodate Catalonia’s demands (Blay 2015), 
the long-awaited “head-on train collision” (Pareja 2016) seems closer by the day. 

This may seem odd, for the conflicting parties can surely draw on…

forms of conflict mediation and resolution, often involving more or less neutral and 
mutually respected third parties. This type of conflict resolution is an integral and 
defining characteristic of democratic systems under the rule of law. Such polities 
offer many institutionalized forms of conflict resolution and mediation that can help 
to stabilize contentious interactions and prevent their escalation to revolutionary or 
civil war proportions. These forms of conflict resolution and mediation include third 
parties, such as the electorate, parliament or the courts, whose legitimacy is accepted 
by all conflict parties, and which may settle conflicts authoritatively (Koopmans 2004, 
27).

Moreover Vidal-Aparicio (2015) argues against regarding the Catalan process 
as based first and foremost on identity and cultural matters. After recalling that 
the United States declared independence by primarily invoking the political 
philosophy of John Locke, especially the idea that governments are legitimate 
only insofar as they fulfil the purpose for which they were established by the 
governed, he claims that 

the process that is underway in Catalonia announces a new era where independence 
movements will go back to using Lockean political principles, after a 20th century 
when the general trend was instead to justify independence processes putting an 
emphasis on the classical principles of nationalism, primarily based on identity and 
cultural homogeneity (Vidal-Aparicio 2015).

Many documented examples of this are to be found. Largely because such a high 
proportion of the current population of Catalonia is of only fairly recent Catalan 
extraction, identity issues are not in the fore in the pro-independence camp, 
though they are constantly evoked by the unionist camp. Instead, the main thrust 
of the reasoning for independence is based on economic and pragmatic issues 
linked to the general well-being of the Catalan people or, to be more precise, of 
all people living in Catalonia regardless of their political persuasion.

The two camps are therefore at loggerheads. Unionists appeal to the rule of 
law, while separatists call for a democratic vote and, increasingly, disobedience 
(e.g. El Mundo 2016, Cardús 2016). Unionists insist that it is up to all Spaniards, 
and not just to Catalans, to decide whether Catalonia can split from Spain. Sadly, 
in the words of Castillo, “the rule of law thus becomes politicised as a result of the 
tension around the judicialisation of the so-called Catalan sovereignist process” 
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(Castillo 2015). The Constitutional Court, in particular, is a frequent resort, 
and leading judges resent the courts being used to dodge the negotiation of a 
political solution to what is, after all, a political problem (Rubio 2014). After all, 
as a unsigned Financial Times opinion article put it over two years ago, “This 
is a political problem that requires a political answer” (Financial Times 2014). 
Its advice, that “Madrid needs to act fast over the Catalonia separatist question” 
(Financial Times 2014), has been followed, but not in the direction of sitting 
down to find a solution.

Leaving ideological and nationalist considerations aside, the Popular Party is 
aware that the Yes vote could well win (e.g. Postdigital 2016). It also knows that it 
is perceived in Catalonia as an anti-Catalan party (Juliana 2008), and the irony is 
that its policies have fuelled the pro-independence flames for years in Catalonia. 

This text has been completed this shortly after the Catalan President, Carles 
Puigdemont, has won a parliamentary vote of confidence and has announced 
that a binding referendum will be held, come what may (in Puigdemont words 
“o referèndum o referèndum”, cited in Etxearte 2016), but offering to negotiate 
the terms with the Spanish government, before the end of September 2017 
(Etxearte 2016). It is very doubtful that the Spanish government and authorities 
will call a truce on this issue, unless of course outside institutions apply pressure, 
presumably on financial and economic grounds, to bring about a change in their 
current policy. Such pressure could come on human rights grounds, and the 
Catalan president has asked the United Nations and the Council of Europe to 
mediate (Sallés 2016b). But it is hard to envisage, at least in the medium-term, 
anything other than a binding referendum on Catalonia’s independence, either 
before (only if it can take place with democratic guarantees) or after a declaration 
of independence by the Parliament of Catalonia.

In answer to the basic research question, the evidence supports the hypothesis 
that the Spanish authorities have hitherto failed to apply the procedures laid 
down in democratic regimes for conflict prevention and resolution. Far from this, 
they have fanned the flames with measures that have entrenched the opposing 
positions, while the pro-independence parties continue along the road map 
that the Catalan electorate endorsed by giving them an overall parliamentary 
majority in November 2015. It remains to be seen whether a proclamation of 
independence, coupled with immediate tax-raising measures, would force Spain 
to sit down in order to negotiate a solution to its ailing pension system and its 
very high sovereign debt.
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notes
1 “Pondrà (el corregidor) el mayor cuydado en introducir la lengua castellana cuyo fin dará las 

providencias más templadas i disimuladas pera que se consiga el efecto sin que se note el cuydado.”
2 “Porque no se le dé vueltas: España es una cosa hecha por Castilla, y hay razones para ir 

sospechando que, en general, sólo cabezas castellanas tienen órganos adecuados para percibir el 
gran problema de la España integral.”
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